New Antibiotics: Efficient Microbial Extract Screening and Mutational De-Replication
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Innovation Summary: Rutgers University researchers have developed a new platform technology that enables discovery of new antibiotics that function by inhibiting bacterial RNA polymerase.

The new platform technology overcomes two obstacles to discovering and prioritizing new antibacterial compounds by use of microbial-extract screening: (1) microbial extracts can contain previously known antibacterial compounds (resulting in effort wasted on re-isolation of previously known antibacterial compounds), and (2) microbial extracts can contain antibacterial compounds at concentrations that differ by multiple orders of magnitude (invalidating use of rankings of antibacterial activities of extracts to infer antibacterial activities of antibacterial compounds therein).

The new platform technology overcomes these obstacles by using mutational de-replication to eliminate extracts that contain previously identified compounds and by quantifying compounds before assaying antibacterial activities.

Using the new platform technology, the researchers have identified 10 new inhibitors of RNA polymerase, most of which function through new binding sites on RNA polymerase.

Advantage:
- The new platform technology enables discovery of new antibacterial compounds even in microbial-extract collections that previously were screened without success using competing technologies.

Market Applications:
- New antibacterial drug discovery platform.
- Pipeline of new antibacterial lead compounds.

Potential Economic and Social Impact:
- The global market for antibacterial drugs was $42 bn in 2016 and is estimated to be at least $45 bn in 2021.
- Bacterial infectious diseases kill 100,000 persons each year in the US and 11 million persons each year worldwide, representing nearly a fifth of deaths each year worldwide.

Next R&D Steps:
- Structure determination of the identified 10 novel inhibitors.
- Lead validation of the identified 10 novel inhibitors.
- Identification, structure determination, and lead validation of additional novel inhibitors.